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 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT  
 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF IDAHO 
 

MERIDIAN CINEMAS, LLC 
 

Plaintiff, 
v. 

 
COLONEL RALPH POWELL, Director of the 
Idaho State Police, in his official and individual 
capacities; LIEUTENANT COLONEL KEDRICK 
WILLS, Deputy Director of the Idaho State 
Police, in his official and individual capacities; 
and CAPTAIN RUSSELL WHEATLEY, Bureau 
Chief, Alcohol Beverage Control, Idaho State 
Police, in his official and individual capacities, 
 

Defendants. 
 

 
 

Case No. ___________________ 
 
 
 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND 
FOR JURY TRIAL 
 
 
 
 

Plaintiff Meridian Cinemas, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company (“Meridian 

Cinemas”), complains and alleges the following against Defendants. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This case involves attempts by Defendants Captain Russell Wheatley, Colonel Ralph 

Powell, and Lieutenant Colonel Kedrick Wills (collectively, “Government Defendants”),1 in their 

official and individual capacities, to punish constitutionally protected speech by threatening to 

revoke Meridian Cinemas’ Liquor License for showing the R-rated movie “50 Shades of Grey.” In 

Government Defendants’ view, showing this movie violated an Idaho statute prohibiting movies 

that depict “[a]cts or simulated acts of sexual intercourse” or “[a]ny persons being touched, 

caressed, [or] fondled on the breast or buttocks” on licensed premises. See Idaho Code § 23-614(2). 

In the Ninth Circuit, it is “clearly established that liquor regulations [cannot] be used to 

impose restrictions on speech that would otherwise be prohibited under the First Amendment.” 

LSO, Ltd. v. Stroh, 205 F.3d 1146, 1159 (9th Cir. 2000).  It is equally clear that liquor regulations 

cannot “constitutionally be employed to impede [Plaintiff’s] right to display non-obscene art on the 

premises of an ABC license.”  Id. at 1160. 

So it is here. Government Defendants’ attempt to revoke Meridian Cinemas’ Liquor License 

is unconstitutional. As set forth in more detail below, Meridian Cinemas respectfully requests that 

the Court enjoin Government Defendants from enforcing the statute against it. Meridian Cinemas 

also requests declaratory relief and an award of damages caused by Government Defendants’ 

conduct.  

PARTIES, JURISDICTION, AND VENUE 

                                                 
1 Meridian Cinemas uses the term “Government Defendants” throughout this Verified Complaint 
to identify some or all of the Named Defendants. At all relevant times, upon information and 
belief, each of the Government Defendants was acting pursuant to his own authority or pursuant 
to authority that had been delegated to him, whether implicitly or explicitly, by another 
Government Defendant. At times, Government Defendants may have acted through an agent or 
representative under their authority and control. 
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1. Meridian Cinemas is an Idaho limited liability company that owns and operates 

the Village Cinema & Backstage Bistro, a restaurant that serves food and beverages in the movie 

theater commonly known as the Village Cinema (the “Cinema”).  

2. The Cinema is located in the Village at Meridian, 3711 E. Longwing Lane, 

Meridian, Idaho 83646. 

3. Meridian Cinemas is licensed to sell liquor by the drink, beer, and wine at the 

Cinema. 

4. Meridian Cinemas is named as a Defendant in the Second Amended Complaint 

for Revocation of Retail Alcohol Beverage License, attached as Exhibit 1 (“Second Amended 

Complaint”). 

5. Government Defendants’ actions have interfered with, and threaten to further 

interfere with, Meridian Cinemas’ choice of what movies to show at the Cinema. 

6. The existence of Idaho Code § 23-614, coupled with Government Defendants’ 

threat to revoke Meridian Cinemas’ Liquor License, has interfered with, and will continue to 

interfere with, Meridian Cinemas’ choice of what movies to show at the Cinema. 

7. Government Defendants’ actions have also caused pecuniary damage to Meridian 

Cinemas.  

8. The relief requested from this Court would redress Meridian Cinemas’ injuries by 

removing the immediate threat to Meridian Cinemas’ Liquor License, by removing future threats 

to Meridian Cinemas’ Liquor License based on movies that may be played in the future, and by 

providing compensation for the damages Meridian Cinemas has suffered as the result of 

Government Defendants’ conduct.    

9. Defendant Ralph Powell is the Director of the Idaho State Police. His business 

address is listed as 700 Stratford Drive, Meridian, Idaho 83642.  
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10. Defendant Kedrick Wills is a Deputy Director of the Idaho State Police. His 

business address is listed as 700 Stratford Drive, Meridian, Idaho 83642. 

11. Defendant Russell Wheatley is the Bureau Chief of the Alcohol Beverage Control 

bureau of the Idaho State Police (“ABC” or “Idaho ABC”). His business address is listed as 700 

Stratford Drive, Meridian, Idaho 83642. 

12. At all times relevant to this Verified Complaint, and as to all allegations against 

them, Government Defendants have acted under color of state law.  

13. Upon information and belief, at all relevant times, Government Defendants have 

resided in Idaho. 

14. Upon information and belief, at all relevant times, Government Defendants have 

been vested with the authority to enforce Idaho statutes regarding liquor licenses, including 

Idaho Code § 23-614. 

15. Because Government Defendants have violated the First Amendment to the 

United States Constitution, this Court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1331 and 42 U.S.C. 

§ 1983.   

16. Because Government Defendants reside in Idaho, and because acts giving rise to 

this Verified Complaint occurred in Idaho, venue in this Court is proper under 28 U.S.C. § 1291.  

LEGAL BACKGROUND 

The statute 

17. In 1999, the Idaho legislature enacted a bill that was codified as Idaho Code § 23-

614.2 

                                                 
2 Upon information and belief, the relevant language was originally passed in 1976, re-codified in 
1983 as Idaho Code § 23-1010A, and re-codified in 1999 in its current form.  
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18. The Idaho State Police and its officers, including Government Defendants, are 

responsible for enforcing Idaho Code § 23-614. See Idaho Code § 23-804 (“The Idaho state 

police and the director thereof are hereby charged with the responsibility and duty of assisting in 

the policing of the penal provisions of the Idaho liquor act in addition to other duties imposed 

upon them by law . . . . Said Idaho state police under the direction of the director thereof shall 

conduct investigations to obtain facts involving violations of the provisions of such laws and the 

said director shall appoint a chief of enforcement of such laws . . . .”). 

19. Idaho Code § 23-614 prohibits, among other things, “the following acts or 

activities in or upon premises licensed pursuant to title 23, Idaho Code:  

(e) The showing of films, still pictures, electronic reproductions, 
or other visual reproductions depicting: 

(i) acts or simulated acts of sexual intercourse, masturbation, 
sodomy, bestiality, oral copulation, flagellation or any sexual acts 
which are prohibits by law. 

(ii) any person being touched, caressed or fondled on the 
breast, buttocks, anus or genitals.  . . . . 

Idaho Code § 23-614(1)(e) (emphasis added). 

20. Violation of the statute is a misdemeanor, subject to a minimum sentence of thirty 

days in jail or a fine of between $100 and $300 per occurrence. Idaho Code § 23-614(2).  

21. Upon conviction of a misdemeanor, the Director of the Idaho State Police “shall 

review the circumstances and may take action he considers appropriate against the licensee 

including suspension of the license for not to exceed six (6) months, a fine, or both such 

suspension and a fine or may revoke the license.” Idaho Code § 23-614(2). 

22. In addition to the criminal provisions, the statute authorizes the Director to “take 

administrative action as provided in subsection (2) of this section against any licensee in the 
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event any person is found to have committed any of the above proscribed acts.” Idaho Code 

§ 23-614(3). 

23. In addition, Idaho Code § 23-933 purports to authorize the Director of the Idaho 

State Police to suspend, revoke, or refuse to renew a liquor license if the licensee violates 

provisions of Title 23 of the Idaho Code. The Second Amended Complaint cites this statutory 

provision as authority for revoking Meridian Cinemas’ license. See Exhibit 1 at ¶¶1-6.  

24. Idaho Code § 23-614 purports to authorize the Director of the Idaho State Police 

to punish the owner of a licensed movie theater by suspending or revoking his or her liquor 

license, or by imposing a fine, based on the content of movies that the owner decides to show.     

25. Idaho Code § 23-614 purports to authorize the Director of the Idaho State Police 

to suspend or revoke a liquor license, or impose a fine upon the licensee, based on the content of 

movies that are not legally obscene and that have artistic merit.   

26. Accordingly, Idaho Code § 23-614 is a content-based restriction on speech that is 

prohibited by the First Amendment to the United States Constitution, as applied to non-obscene 

movies.  

27. Government Defendants have not identified any compelling state interest that 

supports Idaho Code § 23-614, as applied to non-obscene movies. 

28. Idaho Code § 23-614 is not narrowly tailored to achieve any compelling state 

interest, as applied to non-obscene movies. 

LSO, Ltd. v. Stroh 

29. In 2000, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit heard an appeal from a 

district court’s order granting qualified immunity to officials of the California Department of 

Alcoholic Beverage Control (“California ABC”). LSO, Ltd. v. Stroh, 205 F.3d 1145 (9th Cir. 

2000), attached as Exhibit 2. 
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30. In LSO, Ltd., officials from the California ABC threatened to revoke a liquor 

license owned by the Palm Springs Convention Center if the Center allowed a third party to hold 

an exhibition of erotic art on the premises. Id.  

31. At the relevant time, California regulations prohibited, on any premises holding a 

liquor license, the showing of any film, still picture, electronic reproduction or other visual 

reproductions depicting, among other things:  

(1) Acts or simulated acts of sexual intercourse, masturbation, 
sodomy, bestiality, oral copulation, flagellation or any sexual acts 
which are prohibited by law.  

(2) Any person being touched, caressed or fondled on the breast, 
buttocks, anus or genitals.  

LSO, Ltd., 205 F.3d at 1151 (citing Cal. Admin. Code, Title 4, Section 143.4). 

32. In relevant part, the prohibitions of this regulation are identical to those of Idaho 

Code § 23-614.  

33. The party that intended to hold the erotic art exhibit, LSO, Ltd., filed a lawsuit 

and obtained a temporary restraining order prohibiting the enforcement of the California 

regulation based on the erotic art exhibit. LSO, Ltd., 205 F.3d at 1152. 

34. Afterwards, LSO filed an amended complaint seeking declaratory relief, 

injunctive relief, and damages against the officials who threatened to revoke the facility’s liquor 

license. LSO, Ltd., 205 F.3d at 1152. The district court granted summary judgment to the 

defendants, holding, among other things, that officials of the California ABC were entitled to 

qualified immunity. Id. 

35. On appeal, the Ninth Circuit reversed the district court’s decision.  

36. The Ninth Circuit recognized that “content-based regulation of expression by the 

Government, even of indecent expression, is prohibited unless necessary to meet a compelling 

government interest.” LSO, Ltd., 205 F.3d at 1158 (citation omitted).  
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37. The Ninth Circuit recognized that the case raised the question of “whether, under 

the circumstances, it was clear that LSO had the right to exhibit non-obscene art on the premises 

of an ABC licensee free of interference from state officials, even though some of the art fell 

within the proscriptions of a state liquor regulation governing expressive content at licensed 

establishments.” LSO, Ltd., 205 F.3d at 1158.  

38. The Ninth Circuit answered this question in the affirmative, holding that, as of 

1997, “it was clearly established that liquor regulations could not be used to impose restrictions 

on speech that would otherwise be prohibited under the First Amendment.” LSO, Ltd., 205 F.3d 

at 1159.  

39. The Ninth Circuit also addressed the issue of whether, in 1997, a reasonable 

official could have believed that their conduct was lawful. LSO, Ltd., 205 F.3d at 1159.  

40. It answered this question in the negative, holding that “in 1997 no reasonable 

official could have believed that Section 143.4 could constitutionally be employed to impede 

LSO’s right to display non-obscene art on the premises of an ABC licensee.” LSO, Ltd., 205 F.3d 

at 1160.  

41. Upon information and belief, the California regulation was repealed after LSO, 

Ltd. was decided. 

42. Like the regulation at issue in LSO, Ltd., Idaho Code § 23-614 is a content-based 

regulation of speech protected by the First Amendment.  

43. Accordingly, as of 2000, it was clearly established that Idaho liquor regulations, 

including Idaho Code § 23-614, could not be used to impose restrictions on speech that would 

otherwise be prohibited under the First Amendment. 

44. Accordingly, as of January 2000, no reasonable official could have believed that 

Idaho Code § 23-614 could constitutionally be employed to impede Meridian Cinema’s right to 
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display non-obscene movies on its ABC-licensed premises, or to punish the display of non-

obscene movies on its premises by revoking or threatening to revoke its liquor license.   

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

Meridian Cinemas 

45. Meridian Cinemas owns and operates a fifteen-screen theater at the Village at 

Meridian in Meridian, Idaho.  

46. Meridian Cinemas went to great lengths to design its theaters meet the 

requirements of Idaho law, with the consultation and cooperation of Government Defendants and 

Idaho ABC.  

47. In October 2013, Government Defendants issued Meridian Cinemas a license for 

the retail sale of liquor by the glass, beer, and wine (collectively, the “License” or “Liquor 

License”).  

48. The License covers the VIP seating sections inside nine auditoriums, which are 

separated from general seating areas where no alcoholic beverages are served, and the Backstage 

Bistro, an area outside the auditoriums where no movies are shown. The licensed areas are 

restricted to persons aged 21 and older while alcohol is being served. 

49. The service of food and beverages, including alcoholic beverages, within the VIP 

areas and Backstage Bistro is an important component of Meridian Cinemas’ business plan. 

50. Meridian Cinemas’ Liquor License has substantial economic value, both standing 

alone and as an important component of Meridian Cinemas’ business. 

51. Meridian Cinemas is a mainstream theater that shows movies rated “G,” “PG-13,” 

and “R” by the Motion Picture Association of America.  

52. Meridian Cinemas has never shown a movie with a rating higher than “R.”  
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53. As can be expected for a mainstream theater, Meridian Cinemas selects which 

movies to show based on a variety of factors, including the artistic merit of the movie, the 

anticipated popularity of the movie, the number of tickets the movie is anticipated to sell, the 

audience that Meridian Cinemas desires to attract, and other factors. 

Film ratings 

54. The Classification and Rating Administration (“CARA”) within the Motion 

Picture Association of America (“MPAA”) issues ratings for films that are commercially 

distributed in the United States. 

55. Ratings are assigned on a scale of “G”, suitable for general audiences, to “NC-

17”, a recommendation that persons under the age of 17 not attend.  

56. The rating “PG-13” indicates that the film may not contain content suitable for 

persons under the age of 13. Films with a “PG-13” rating may include brief nudity and some 

sexual content. 

57. The rating “R” indicates that persons under the age of 17 should not be admitted 

without an adult guardian. Films with an “R” rating may include adult themes, hard language, 

use of drugs, or sexually oriented nudity.   

Government Defendants’ content-based threats of enforcement 

58. It is commonplace for films shown in mainstream theaters, including Meridian 

Cinemas and other theaters with liquor licenses, to portray acts or simulated acts of sexual 

intercourse or persons being touched, caressed or fondled on the breast or buttocks. 

59. As an example, the following movies, nominated for the Academy Awards Oscar 

for “Best Picture” in 2013 through 2015, portray acts or simulated acts of sexual intercourse or 

persons being touched, caressed, or fondled on the breast or buttocks: 

a. “American Sniper”  
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b. “The Grand Budapest Hotel” 

c. “12 Years a Slave” 

d. “Dallas Buyers Club”   

e. “The Wolf of Wall Street” 

f. “American Hustle”  

g. “Les Misérables” 

h. “Silver Linings Playbook” 

60. In December 2013, Meridian Cinemas showed the movie “The Wolf of Wall 

Street, which was nominated for an Academy Award for “Best Picture.”  

61. Upon information and belief, Government Defendants received an “anonymous 

tip” that Meridian Cinemas was showing the move. 

62. Government Defendants contacted Meridian Cinemas and threatened enforcement 

of Idaho Code § 23-614, including revocation, suspension, or other action related to Meridian 

Cinemas’ Liquor License. 

63. After it received this threat, Meridian Cinemas ceased showing the movie “The 

Wolf of Wall Street” in auditoriums with VIP areas.  

64. In January 2016, Meridian Cinemas planned to show the movie “The Revenant.” 

Due to Government Defendants’ threats and attempts to enforce Idaho Code § 23-614, Meridian 

Cinemas decided not to show “The Revenant” in auditoriums with VIP areas.  

65. Upon information and belief, two other theaters in Idaho have liquor licenses. 

66. Upon information and belief, these other theaters routinely show movies that 

portray acts or simulated acts of sexual intercourse or persons begins touched, caressed, or 

fondled on the breast or buttocks. 
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67.  Upon information and belief, Government Defendants have never revoked or 

attempted to revoke a theater’s liquor license based on the prohibitions in Idaho Code § 23-614 

for showing a movie rated PG-13 or R.  

68. As described in more detail below, Government Defendants have initiated an 

administrative proceeding to revoke Meridian Cinemas’ Liquor License, under Idaho Code § 23-

614, based on the content of the movie “50 Shades of Grey.”  

50 Shades of Grey 

69. The movie “50 Shades of Grey” is an adaptation of a book by author E.L. James.  

70. The book, together with two sequels, topped best-seller lists and has reportedly 

sold more than 100 million copies worldwide.  

71. The movie was also very popular, and reportedly set a box office record for the 

highest-grossing Presidents’ Day holiday opener of all time. 

72. Upon information and belief, the movie has been shown in over 3,000 theaters 

nationwide, including almost every first-run mainstream theater in the State of Idaho. 

73. Upon information and belief, the movie “50 Shades of Grey” was shown locally 

at Treasure Valley area theaters including Majestic 18 (Meridian), Regal Gateway 12 (Nampa), 

Regal Spectrum 14 (Nampa), Regal 9 (Boise), Regal 21 (Boise) and many other Idaho theaters  

74. The movie received mixed reviews in publications such as the New York Times, 

the Wall Street Journal, and the Washington Post. See Exhibits 3-5.  

75. Like many other R-rated films, and some PG-13-rated films, “50 Shades of Grey” 

contains scenes in which the actors portray sexual intercourse or simulated sexual intercourse, 

and scenes that involve fondling of breasts or buttocks.   

76. Consistent with the movie’s R rating and the comments of movie reviews, “50 

Shades of Grey” is not pornographic, is not obscene, and no scene comes close to earning an 
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NC-17 designation. See Exhibit 5 at 2 (Washington Post review) (“[N]o scene comes close to 

earning an NC-17 designation.”); Exhibit 3 at 4 (New York Times Review) (“[The movie] 

dabbles in romantic comedy and splashes around in melodrama, but the one thing it can’t be – 

the thing the novel so trashily and triumphantly is – is pornography.”); Exhibit 4 at 2-3 (Wall 

Street Journal review) (“The sex sequences are downright genteel compared to the grim 

depersonalization of Bernando Bertolucci’s ‘Last Tango in Paris.’”).     

Government Defendants’ content-based attempt to revoke the License 

77. Meridian Cinemas began showing the movie “50 Shades of Grey” on February 

13, 2015. The movie ran for four weeks.  

78. Meridian Cinemas initially showed the move “50 Shades of Grey” in auditoriums 

with VIP areas.  

79. Upon information and belief, as stated in the Second Amended Complaint, 

Government Defendants received an anonymous tip that Meridian Cinemas was showing or was 

going to show “50 Shades of Grey.”  

80. On or about February 17, 2015, a detective with Idaho ABC, who was, upon 

information and belief, acting under the command, supervision, or control of Government 

Defendants, spoke with Meridian Cinemas and threatened enforcement of Idaho Code § 23-614.  

81. Based on this threat, Meridian Cinemas showed “50 Shades of Grey” only in 

auditoriums with posted signs prohibiting the consumption of alcohol when the movie was being 

shown.  

82. Upon information and belief, as stated in the Second Amended Complaint, on or 

about February 26, 2015, Government Defendants sent undercover detectives to view the movie 

“50 Shades of Grey” at Meridian Cinemas.  
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83. Upon information and belief, as stated in the Second Amended Complaint, the 

undercover detectives, acting under the supervision and control of Government Defendants, 

ignored Meridian Cinemas’ posted signs and employee instructions and consumed alcohol in an 

auditorium showing “50 Shades of Grey.” 

84. On or about November 9, 2015, Government Defendants served a Complaint for 

Revocation of Retail Alcohol Beverage License that initiated an administrative proceeding to 

revoke Meridian Cinemas’ Liquor License based on the showing of “50 Shades of Grey.” 

85. Upon information and belief, Government Defendants directed or authorized the 

complaint to be served.  

86. On or about November 21, 2015, Government Defendants were, through an 

attorney representative, provided with LSO, Ltd. v. Stroh, 205 F.3d 1145 (9th Cir. 2000).  See 

Exhibit 6. 

87. Representatives of Meridian Cinemas and Government Defendants met on or 

about December 3, 2015 to discuss possible resolution of the administrative proceeding.  

88. The parties were unable to resolve the issue. 

89. On or about December 3, 2015, Government Defendants served an Amended 

Complaint for Revocation of Retail Alcohol Beverage License that continued to seek revocation 

of Meridian Cinemas’ License based on “50 Shades of Grey.” The Amended Complaint also 

sought suspension of Meridian Cinemas’ License based on an alleged “Casino Night” at the 

facility, which involved raffles and prizes such a baseball caps and similarly low-value items.  

90. Upon information and belief, Government Defendants served or authorized the 

Amended Complaint to be served. 

91. On or about December 14, 2015, Meridian Cinemas sent Government Defendants, 

through an attorney representative, an email stating that the LSO, Ltd. case was on point and 
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prohibited enforcement of Idaho Code § 23-614 against Meridian Cinemas based on the content 

of “50 Shades of Grey.”  See Exhibit 7.  

92. On December 21, 2015, Government Defendants served the Second Amended 

Complaint, which superseded the two complaints identified above and sought revocation of 

Meridian Cinemas’ License based on the content of “50 Shades of Grey.” On the same day, 

Government Defendants served a separate Complaint seeking to suspend Meridian Cinemas’ 

License for the same alleged “Casino Night” discussed above.   

93. On or about December 28, 2015, Government Defendants, through an attorney 

representative, agreed to stay the administrative proceeding initiated by the Second Amended 

Complaint until the federal lawsuit initiated by this Verified Complaint is resolved.  

94. The Second Amended Complaint alleges that undercover detectives attended a 

showing of “50 Shades of Grey” at the Cinema, and that they consumed alcoholic beverages 

while watching the movie. Exhibit 1 at ¶¶24-38. 

95. The Second Amended Complaint contains seven counts alleging that the 

“showing of” certain acts “via film in a licensed premise is a violation of Idaho Code § 23-614.” 

Exhibit 1 at ¶¶54, 56, 60, 64, 68, 72, 75.  

96. The Second Amended Complaint specifically describes the content of “50 Shades 

of Grey,” and cites this content as the basis for attempting to revoke Meridian Cinemas’ Liquor 

License. Exhibit 1 at ¶¶8-14. 

97. All seven counts are based on the showing of “50 Shades of Grey” on February 

13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, and 26, respectively. 

98. The Second Amended Complaint seeks revocation of Meridian Cinemas’ retail 

alcohol beverage license, imposition of the Government’s attorney fees, and such other relief as 

deemed just and proper. Exhibit 1 at 17, ¶¶1-3.  
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99. The Second Amended Complaint is not based on any behavior, or complaints of 

behavior, other than showing the movie “50 Shades of Grey” in a licensed premise in which 

alcohol was served. See Exhibit 1. 

100. Upon information and belief, Government Defendants decided to take punitive 

action against Meridian Cinemas, including attempting to revoke Meridian Cinemas’ Liquor 

License in the Second Amended Complaint, based on the content of the movie “50 Shades of 

Grey.”  

Meridian Cinemas’ damages 

101. Government Defendants’ actions in threatening to enforce Idaho Code § 23-614 

against Meridian Cinemas, including the threat to revoke Meridian Cinemas’ Liquor License in 

the Second Amended Complaint, has damaged Meridian Cinemas.  

102. In response to Government Defendants’ threats to enforce Idaho Code § 23-614, 

the breadth of Idaho Code § 23-614, and the uncertainty regarding what movies will trigger 

enforcement of Idaho Code § 23-614, Meridian Cinemas has been forced to screen movies 

before showing them, in an attempt to determine whether the movie will trigger enforcement of 

the statute.  

103. This practice is expensive and time-consuming, without any assurance that 

Meridian Cinemas’ opinion as to the content of each movie would be the same as Government 

Defendants’ opinion. 

104. In response to Government Defendants’ threats to enforce Idaho Code § 23-614, 

including the threat to revoke Meridian Cinemas’ Liquor License, the breadth of Idaho Code 

§ 23-614, and the uncertainty regarding what movies will trigger enforcement of Idaho Code 

§ 23-614, Meridian Cinemas has chosen not to show certain movies that contain content 

identified in Idaho Code § 23-614. 
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105. Instead, Meridian Cinemas has decided to show movies that do not contain 

content identified in Idaho Code § 23-614, or movies that contain less content identified in the 

statute.  

106. This has restricted and chilled Meridian Cinemas’ right to determine what movies 

it will show.   

107. This has also resulted in the sale of fewer tickets and other products.  

108. In response to Government Defendants’ threats to enforce Idaho Code § 23-614, 

including the threats contained in the Second Amended Complaint, Meridian Cinemas has shown 

movies, including “The Wolf of Wall Street,” “The Revenant” and “50 Shades of Grey,” in 

smaller auditoriums without VIP areas, or with posted signs prohibiting consumption of alcohol 

during those movies. 

109. This caused decreased sales of tickets and other products for these movies.  

110. In response to Government Defendants’ threats to enforce Idaho Code § 23-614, 

including the threat to revoke Meridian Cinemas’ Liquor License, Meridian Cinemas has taken 

steps to prohibit consumption of alcohol in its auditoriums, including posting signs outside 

auditoriums, instructing staff to inform patrons that they cannot consume alcohol in the 

auditoriums, and other actions that detract from the patrons’ experience in the auditorium.  

111. This caused decreased sales of tickets and other products.  

112. So long as there is a realistic chance that Government Defendants or their 

successors will enforce Idaho Code § 23-614, Meridian Cinemas will be forced to choose which 

movies to show based, in part, on whether those movies contain content identified in the statute.  

113. So long as there is a realistic chance that Government Defendants or their 

successors will enforce Idaho Code § 63-614, Meridian Cinemas will be forced to choose which 
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movies to show based, in part, on its assessment of whether the content of those movies will 

trigger enforcement of the statute.   

114. So long as there is a realistic chance that Government Defendants or their 

successors will enforce Idaho Code § 23-614, Meridian Cinemas will be forced to show certain 

movies in smaller auditoriums without VIP areas, based on the content of those movies. 

115. So long as there is a realistic chance that Government Defendants or their 

successors will enforce Idaho Code § 23-614, Meridian Cinemas will continue to suffer the 

damages identified in this Verified Complaint.  

116. These damages are ongoing, and will continue until there is no longer a realistic 

chance that Government Defendants or their successors will enforce Idaho Code § 23-614. 

CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 
COUNT ONE 

(Violation of First Amendment, declaratory relief) 

117. Meridian Cinemas incorporates all allegations in this Verified Complaint as if set 

forth in full. 

118. Meridian Cinemas asserts this claim against Government Defendants in their 

official and individual capacities.  

119. 42 U.S.C. § 1983 provides a cause of action for Meridian Cinemas to hold 

Government Defendants liable for violation of the First Amendment.  

120. Government Defendants’ actions deprived Meridian Cinemas of its rights, 

privileges, and immunities under the First Amendment. 

121. Government Defendants’ actions and were taken under the color of state law, 

specifically Idaho Code § 23-614 and any other statute or rule identified in the Second Amended 

Complaint. 
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122. Under 28 U.S.C. § 2201, this Court has the authority to “declare the rights and 

other legal relations of any interested party seeking such declaration, whether or not further relief 

is or could be sought.”  

123. The movie “50 Shades of Grey,” other movies rated PG-13 and R, and the 

decisions to show such movies are protected by the First Amendment.  

124. The First Amendment, and case law interpreting the First Amendment, including 

LSO, Ltd., prohibits the government from punishing or threatening to punish speech protected by 

the First Amendment, including by revoking or threatening to revoke a facility’s liquor license.  

125. Government Defendants’ actions in threatening to revoke Meridian Cinemas’ 

Liquor License based on the content of non-obscene movies, including the threat contained in the 

Second Amended Complaint, violate the First Amendment. 

126. Meridian Cinemas is entitled to a declaration that the Government Defendants’ 

conduct identified in this Verified Complaint violates the First Amendment.  

127. Meridian Cinemas is entitled to a declaration that past and future enforcement, 

threatened enforcement, or other action under Idaho Code § 23-614 against Meridian Cinemas 

based on the content of a non-obscene movie violates the First Amendment. 

COUNT TWO 
(Violation of First Amendment, injunctive relief) 

128. Meridian Cinemas incorporates all the allegations in this Verified Complaint as if 

set forth in full. 

129. Meridian Cinemas asserts this claim against Government Defendants in their 

official and individual capacities.  

130. 42 U.S.C. § 1983 provides a cause of action for Meridian Cinemas to enjoin 

Government Defendants for violating of the First Amendment.  
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131. Government Defendants’ actions deprived, and continue to deprive, Meridian 

Cinemas of its rights, privileges, and immunities under the First Amendment. 

132. Government Defendants’ actions have chilled Meridian Cinemas’ exercise of its 

First Amendment rights to decide which movies to show, free from threats of punishment by 

Government Defendants. 

133. Government Defendants’ actions were taken under the color of state law, 

specifically Idaho Code § 23-614 and any other statute or rule identified in the Second Amended 

Complaint. 

134. The movie “50 Shades of Grey,” other movies rated PG-13 and R, and the 

decisions to show such movies are expressions protected by the First Amendment.  

135. The First Amendment and case law interpreting the First Amendment, including 

LSO, Ltd., prohibit the government from punishing or threatening to punish constitutionally 

protected speech, including by revoking or threatening to revoke a facility’s liquor license.  

136. Government Defendants’ actions in threatening to revoke Meridian Cinemas’ 

Liquor License, including the threats contained in the Second Amended Complaint, violate the 

First Amendment. 

137. Consistent with its First Amendment rights, Meridian Cinemas intends to 

continue to show non-obscene, R and PG-13 rated movies, including movies that may contain 

depictions identified in Idaho Code § 23-614.  

138. As set forth in this Verified Complaint, Government Defendants’ unlawful actions 

have irreparably harmed Meridian Cinemas by forcing it to choose which movies to show based 

on the content of those movies. 

139. As set forth in this Verified Complaint, Government Defendants’ unlawful actions 

will continue to irreparably harm Meridian Cinemas by, among other things, chilling Meridian 
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Cinemas’ free speech by forcing Meridian Cinemas to choose which movies to show in its 

auditoriums based on the content of those movies, and without knowing which movies may 

trigger enforcement of Idaho Code § 23-614.  

140. Meridian Cinemas’ remedies at law are not adequate to remedy its past and 

ongoing injuries.  

141. Although Government Defendants have agreed to stay the administrative 

proceeding initiated by the Second Amended Complaint for the duration of this lawsuit, 

Government Defendants have continued to threaten to enforce Idaho Code § 23-614 based on the 

content of movies.  

142. Injunctive relief against Government Defendants will not cause hardship; it will 

simply ensure protection of Meridian Cinemas’ right to be free from governmental punishment 

based on expression protected by the First Amendment.  

143. The public interest would not be disserved by injunctive relief, as the public will 

be able to view movies that were chosen without regard to threat of punishment from 

Government Defendants based on the content of those movies.  

144. Meridian Cinemas is entitled to preliminary and injunctive relief prohibiting 

Government Defendants from enforcing or threatening to enforce Idaho Code § 23-614 based on 

showing non-obscene movies. 

COUNT THREE 
(Violation of First Amendment, damages)  

145. Meridian Cinemas incorporates all the allegations in this Verified Complaint as if 

set forth in full. 

146. Meridian Cinemas asserts this claim against Government Defendants in their 

individual capacities.  
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147. 42 U.S.C. § 1983 provides a cause of action for Meridian Cinemas to hold 

Government Defendants liable for violation of the First Amendment.  

148. Government Defendants’ actions deprived Meridian Cinemas of its rights, 

privileges, and immunities under the First Amendment. 

149. Government Defendants’ actions were taken under the color of state law, 

specifically Idaho Code § 23-614 and any other statute or rule identified in the Second Amended 

Complaint. 

150. The movie “50 Shades of Grey,” other movies rated PG-13 and R, and the 

decisions to show such movies are expressions protected by the First Amendment.  

151. The First Amendment, and caselaw interpreting the First Amendment, including 

LSO, Ltd., prohibit the government from punishing or threatening to punish speech protected by 

the First Amendment, including by revoking or threatening to revoke a facility’s liquor license.  

152. As set forth in this Verified Complaint, Government Defendants had actual or 

constructive knowledge that their conduct violated the First Amendment, based in part on the 

fact that Government Defendants were provided with LSO, Ltd. and were given the opportunity 

to withdraw the administrative proceeding to revoke Meridian Cinemas’ Liquor License. 

153. Government Defendants refused to withdraw the administrative proceeding, and 

instead insisted upon continuing the attempt to revoke Meridian Cinemas’ Liquor License based 

on showing “50 Shades of Grey.” 

154. Government Defendants’ actions in threatening to revoke Meridian Cinemas’ 

Liquor License, including in the Second Amended Complaint, violate the First Amendment. 

155. As set forth in this Verified Complaint, Government Defendants’ unlawful 

conduct has damaged Meridian Cinemas.  
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156. Meridian Cinemas is entitled to an award of monetary damages to redress its 

injuries. 

157. As set forth in this Verified Complaint, Government Defendants have attempted 

to revoke Meridian Cinemas’ Liquor License despite the fact that, as of 2000, no reasonable 

official could believe that Idaho Code § 23-614 could be used to restrict or punish speech based 

on the content of “50 Shades of Grey.”   

158. As set forth in this Verified Complaint, Government Defendants have attempted 

to revoke Meridian Cinemas’ Liquor License despite the fact that, as of 2000, no reasonable 

official could have believed that Idaho Code § 23-614 could constitutionally be employed to 

impede Meridian Cinema’s right to display, or to punish the display of, “50 Shades of Grey” 

based on the content of the movie.  

159. Government Defendants’ decision to revoke Meridian Cinemas’ Liquor License 

notwithstanding knowledge of the unconstitutional nature of this action constitutes deliberate, 

reckless, or callous indifference to Meridian Cinemas’ federally protected rights.  

160. Meridian Cinemas is, therefore, entitled to an award of monetary damages against 

Government Defendants in their individual capacities, in an amount to be proven at trial. 

ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS 

Meridian Cinemas has been required to retain the services of a law firm to bring this lawsuit. 

Meridian Cinemas is entitled to an award of costs, expert witness fees, and reasonable attorney fees 

under 42 U.S.C. § 1988, Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 54, and any other applicable law, contract, 

or rule. 

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

Meridian Cinemas requests a trial by jury on all issues for which a jury trial is available by 

law, and does not stipulate to a six-person jury or a jury consisting of less than twelve persons.  
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PRAYERS FOR RELIEF 

Meridian Cinemas prays that the Court enter judgment and any necessary orders against the 

Defendants affording the following relief: 

1. An order declaring that Government Defendants’ past and future enforcement, 

and threatened enforcement, of Idaho Code § 23-614 against Meridian Cinemas for showing 

non-obscene movies, including the movie “50 Shades of Grey,” violates the First Amendment to 

the United States Constitution. 

2. An order granting preliminary and permanent injunctive relief prohibiting 

Government Defendants from enforcing, threatening to enforce, or otherwise taking action 

against Meridian Cinemas or its Liquor License pursuant to Idaho Code § 23-614 for showing 

non-obscene movies, including the movie “50 Shades of Gray.” 

3. An order prohibiting Government Defendants from revoking Meridian Cinemas’ 

Liquor License in the administrative proceeding initiated by the Second Amended Complaint, 

and requiring Government Defendants to dismiss or otherwise terminate the administrative 

proceeding initiated by the Second Amended Complaint.   

4. An order awarding monetary damages against Government Defendants in their 

individual capacities, in an amount to be proven at trial. 

5. An order awarding Meridian Cinemas its costs, expert witness fees, and 

reasonable attorney fees incurred in this proceeding. 

6. Any other relief the Court deems just and proper. 

DATED this 19th day of January 2016. 

GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
 

By: /s/ Jeremy C. Chou  
Jeremy C. Chou 
Attorneys for Meridian Cinemas, LLC 
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